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AnswerALL questions

PART-A (10x2=20Marks)

1. What is the signifrcance of, and reason for, wrapping the entire content of a
JavaScript source file in a function block ?

2. What is the difference between undefined value and null value ?

3. What gives Java its'write once and run anywhere'nature ?

4. If I don't provide any arguments on the command line, then the string array of
Main method will be empty or null ? Justifu.

5. What are the main steps in java to make JDBC connectivity ?

6. What is the difference betweenStatement andPrepared-Statement interface ?

7. How to implement on applet into a web page using applet tag?

8. Where do you prefer AWT controller ? Give an example.

9. State the advantages of ebXML.

10. What are the uses of WSDL and Xlang in Web Service interaction ?

PART _ B (5x13=65 Marks)

11. A) i) Differentiate client side and seryer side scripting with suitable examples . (7)
ii) Develop a web page for student data form using HTML and validate the

registration form.

(oR) tfi .rccentquestion PrPCr rcom

B) 1) Explain in detail about CSSB and'their types with suitable example
program.

(6)

(13)
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12. A) i) Write a Java program that acts as a web server and transfer the HTML file

B)

13. A)

requested by the browser client.

(on;

r) What is exception handling ? Explain with example java programs. (1s)

r) What is batch processing and how to perform batch processing in JDBC ? (7)
ii) Write a short note on catching database result. (6)

(oR)
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B) r) Explain the following with suitable example.
1) How implement Java Beans t (6)
2) Differentiate TCP sockets and UDP sockets. (7)

14. A) i) Explain the lifecycle ofApple. How will you pass parameters to Applet ? (G)

ii) Write a program using applet to print the area of various shapes rectangle,
circle, square using the concept of virtual function. (7)

(oR)

B) r) What is HTTP ? What are HTTP request and response ? Give the limitations
Of HTTP.

(13)

(10)

(13)

(15)

ii) Explain the life cycle of servlet. (S)

15. A) i) Develop XML document that will hold player (Like Cricket) collection with
field for player - name, age, batting - average and highest - score. Write
suitable document type defrnition and schema for the XML.

(oR)

B) il Design a railway reservation system using UDDI and WSDL for the following
case study. Railway could register their services into an UDDI directory for
checking the train rate and reservation. Travel agencies could then search the
UDDI directory to find the railway reservation interface for ticket booking. (13)

PART - C (lx15=15 Marks)
16. A) i) What is RMI ? Create a remote phone book server that maintains a file of

names and phone numbers and a client allows the user to scroll through the
file using RMI concept. (18)

(oR)

B) r) Write the case study of discovery and analysis of Web Usage Patterns and
explain the current trends.
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